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Following the launch of the Islamic Economy strategy by Sheikh 

Mohammed bin Rashid and in light of his vision to transform 

Dubai into the capital of Islamic Economy:  

Bank of London and The Middle East (BLME) lists its shares on 

NASDAQ Dubai  

 Hamdan bin Mohammed: The listing reflects regional and international 

interest in (Dubai The Capital Of Islamic Economy) initiative and our 

commitment to accomplish Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid’s vision for this 

sector 

 The Higher Committee for Development of the Islamic Economy hails listing 

as a significant step for the Emirate’s Sharia’a financial markets 

    

Dubai, October 8, 2013 – NASDAQ Dubai, the Middle East’s international financial exchange, welcomed 

the listing today of Bank of London and The Middle East under the name BLME Holdings plc. The London-

based Islamic bank listed 195,733,691 shares. No new capital was raised in BLME’s listing and no new 

shares were issued. 

 

The equity listing will further promote Dubai’s progress since the launch of the ‘Dubai the global Sukuk 

centre’ initiative by His Highness Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, UAE Vice President, Prime 

Minister and Ruler of Dubai and in light of HH’s vision to transform Dubai into the capital of Islamic 

Economy.   

 

BLME Chairman Yacob Yousef Al-Muzaini rang the opening bell at Dubai Financial Market (DFM) to 

celebrate the listing in the presence of His Excellency Mohammed Abdulla Al Gergawi, Chairman of The 

Executive Office of His Highness Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum and Chairman of the Higher 
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Committee for Development of the Islamic Economy sector, Essa Kazim, Managing Director and Chief 

Executive of DFM and Secretary General of the Higher Committee and Abdul Wahed Al Fahim, Chairman 

of NASDAQ Dubai. 

 

His Highness Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Crown Prince of Dubai and the 

patron of the initiative for developing the Islamic Economy in Dubai said: “ The listing of Bank of London 

and The Middle East represents a positive step towards accomplishing the vision of His Highness Sheikh 

Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum to transform Dubai into the capital of Islamic Economy, especially as 

it comes a few days after the launch of the Islamic Economy strategy by HH Sheikh Mohammed aimed to 

develop the Islamic economy sector which reaffirms the commitment of various institutions and sectors in 

Dubai to realize this vision and the great interest it attracts from various regional and international 

institutions active in this sector”.   

 

HE Mohammed Al Gergawi said: “As Dubai moves determinedly towards achieving the vision of His 

Highness Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum to transform the emirate into the capital of Islamic 

Economy, we are delighted that BLME, as a prominent Islamic bank with an international profile, has 

chosen NASDAQ Dubai as its listing venue. Its decision is a significant step forward in Dubai’s expansion as 

a global centre of the Islamic equity markets. BLME provides an important link between the financial 

markets of Europe and the Middle East and its listing underlines NASDAQ Dubai’s broad geographical 

footprint as an exchange that serves issuers and investors from the region and beyond.” 

 

Mr. Al-Muzaini said: “NASDAQ Dubai’s international and regional links will give BLME the visibility and 

access to investors that it needs in addition to benefitting from its world class regulatory framework.” 

  

Humphrey Percy, BLME Chief Executive, added: “Through the Higher Committee for Development of the 

Islamic Economy, Dubai has committed to establishing the Emirate as the economic capital of the Islamic 

Finance industry which greatly supports BLME’s position as a market leading Sharia’a compliant Bank. 

BLME sees the Listing as a significant step in realising our Shareholders’ ambitions for the bank.”  

 

Essa Kazim, Managing Director and Chief Executive of DFM and Secretary General of the Higher 

Committee, said: “BLME’s listing on NASDAQ Dubai is a significant addition to the investment 

opportunities provided by the UAE’s capital markets. Following a sustained period of rising trading 
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volumes on the country’s exchanges, as well as MSCI’s upgrade of the UAE, the listing further 

demonstrates the strength of the nation’s equity markets. The outlook is positive for further expansion 

including in the Islamic sector.” 

 

 

 

The ratings agency MSCI announced in May that it will promote the UAE from Frontier status to Emerging 

Market status in 2014. 

 

Abdul Wahed Al Fahim, Chairman of NASDAQ Dubai, said: “Following successful enhancements that 

have streamlined listing procedures on NASDAQ Dubai and strengthened its links to investors, the 

exchange will continue to upgrade its structure for the benefit of market participants. NASDAQ Dubai 

looks forward to welcoming further substantial regional and international equity listings, including initial 

public offerings, as well as developing new markets in Islamic and conventional asset classes.” 

 

DFM is the majority shareholder of NASDAQ Dubai and the two exchanges share a common trading 

platform. 

- End -  

 

About NASDAQ Dubai: NASDAQ Dubai is the international financial exchange serving the region between 
Western Europe and East Asia. It welcomes regional as well as global issuers that seek regional and 
international investment. The exchange currently lists shares, derivatives, Sukuk (Islamic bonds) and 
conventional bonds. 
The majority shareholder of NASDAQ Dubai is Dubai Financial Market with a two-thirds stake.  Borse 
Dubai owns one third of the shares. The regulator of NASDAQ Dubai is the Dubai Financial Services 
Authority (DFSA). NASDAQ Dubai is located in the Dubai International Financial Centre (DIFC). 
 
About BLME: BLME is an independent wholesale Sharia’a compliant Bank based in London and is a leading 
provider of finance to the UK mid-market. BLME received FSA authorisation in July 2007 and is the largest 
of its peers in Europe. Led by a management team that brings together a combination of experienced 
international bankers and leading experts in Islamic finance, BLME has three key business areas; 
Corporate Banking, Treasury and Wealth Management, which includes Asset Management and Private 
Banking. www.blme.com  
 
The purchase of new shares or the sale of existing shares will be handled by appointed independent 
brokers. Habib Al Mulla is acting as the Sponsor for the Admission, handling regulatory and legal matters 
with the Regulator and the Exchange. EFG Hermes is acting as BLME’s Corporate Broker and Listing 
Manager.   

http://www.blme.com/
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About Dubai Financial Market: Dubai Financial Market (DFM) was established as a public institution with 
its own independent corporate body. DFM operates as a secondary market for the trading of securities 
issued by public shareholding companies, bonds issued by the Federal Government or any of the local 
Governments and public institutions in the country, units of investment funds and any other financial 
instruments, local or foreign, which are accepted by the market. The DFM commenced operations on 
March 26, 2000. Following its initial public offering in November 2006, when DFM offered 1.6 billion 
shares, representing 20 per cent of its paid-up capital of AED 8 billion, DFM became a public joint stock 
company. Following the IPO, the Government of Dubai retained the remaining 80 per cent of DFM 
Company through Borse Dubai Limited. www.dfm.ae 
 
 

http://www.dfm.ae/

